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and if you still want to download some cc from the sims 4
websites mods folder while still under 18, then there is no
rule saying you cant, as long as you arent directly trading
information about anyone or anyone else that has provided
a mod to you or threatened to publicly post any cc created
by anyone else. as stated above if anything you or others
are doing is seen as inherently and specifically threatening
the privacy of any character, or people in general it will and
will be dealt with appropriately. this being the case, imma
put out a few more things to consider: first, anything listed
as a "paid" mod / cc creator on their patreon page is most
likely paid content. not unlike the base game, most things
should be released for free. in these cases however, if you
do want to test the content and later on purchase the file, it
will be free of charge within 2 or 3 days after the payment
has been placed on your patreon account. it takes that long
before the creator has to download and release the content,
but they have to, given that theyre making money of it. so
it is a viable option to throw money at content creators and
actually get the content after youve ponied up. or you could
just pay once for all the content you want and gain access
to the content for the rest of your life. also, youre free to
download any content listed as a "free" mod / cc creator,
whether that be a.package file or a.ts4script file. you will be
able to browse the content youre interested in and
download the mod or script. the creator will also be notified
that youre downloading their content and can post any
specifics of the file, just so you can be aware of what youre
downloading. the creator can in fact prevent you from
downloading their content if they wish to. this is ultimately
their choice to do so.
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8. if you do not agree to any portion of the tou or this
agreement, do not install or use the software. you agree

that in the event you do not agree to any portion of the tou
or this agreement, you will not install or use the software.

the mods are pretty easy to find and download from
4shared or the hosting site they download to. just click the
download and it should download the zip file to the mac or
pc you use. just unzip the zip file and follow the instructions

when done. you can also find all the patreon free content
right in the sims 4 official sim center after you login! (if your
using maxis sites i would suggest clicking the link they have
posted because they will have their own patreon free items)
patreon has been experiencing a rough time with reports of
paypal refusing to process payments, and even mods not

working correctly. even ea is recommending that those who
come across issues to either switch to a different payment
processor. i came across a few creators that did and they
had great reports of people using paypal for their patreon.
just click the picture of the creator you want then go to the
patreon link and see if they have paypal or bitpay on their

site. as you can see these are the best and most stable
sites to make payments through and can be used on the pc
and mac! dont forget to keep your receipt in case you need
to contact your bank and request a refund. if you run into

any issues or have trouble with patreon free content or any
creator please leave a comment with the content name or
creator so its easy for me or another i can refer to for any
future patreon free items, and ill update this post, i can

even link to the creator. i can even put a wiki on this post.
the creators im posting about are the ones who have both

paid and patreon free content because i believe that its
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important for people to know that even if they are not
paying they should still be able to enjoy those creators

creations. 5ec8ef588b
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